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News
Pages 4, 5, 6 & 7

8 GTC News
David Golding emphasises both the role and
importance of the employer in greenkeeper training.

9 Education
Ken Richardson highlights the FREE training for
Greenkeepers available across the UK.

10 Membership

16 Continue to Learn: Ice Cover:
Its Role in Winter Injury
As we move out of winter into spring
Dr Karl Danneberger helps you to assess
the damage that ice can cause.

Letters

42 New Products

44 News for the Chief Executive

44 - 51 Around The Green

52 Health and Safety

52 Tip of the Month

62 As I see it ...
National Chairman, Kerran Daly, weighs up the debate
on the reduction in fungicides.

FEATURES

12 From Small Acorns…
Gareth Jones visits Thornhill Golf Club where a three
greenkeeping team are battling with limited
budgets and time to produce a top course.

19 Time for a Trim
James de Havilland measures his angles and
investigates the best ways to trim tricky banks
and hills.

23 Seeing is Believing
Steve Isaac, Assistant Director - Golf Course
Management, The R&A, looks at how the Danish are
managing fescue.

27 Too Wet, Too Dry - Soil Moisture and Your Greens
Peter Winter, STRI Agronomist, highlights the
importance of total soil moisture management.

32 My Week as a BIGGA Delegate
Mike Gash reviews his trip to America
and the GCSAA Show through the
BIGGA Delegation, sponsored by Bernhard

Augusta Syndrome Television Special

34 A Word with Alliss
With April heralding the annual outbreak of Augusta
Syndrome Scott MacCallum speaks with a man who
has been a feature of Augusta for nearly 40 years.

38 Talking Heads - Television Golf
We get the opinions of seven Headmen about
television golf and its affect on their courses.

40 Just the Tonic
Nick Harden looks at the causes of poor health in fine
turf and some of the treatments that can be applied.
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